Call for Late-Breaking Contributions

Provenance has been recognized to be important in a wide range of areas including databases, workflows, knowledge representation and reasoning, and digital libraries. Thus, many disciplines have proposed a wide range of provenance models, techniques, and infrastructure for encoding and using provenance. Topics of interest include but are not limited to:

- Provenance models
- Architectures and data management techniques for provenance data
- Provenance requirements and use cases
- Provenance-aware reasoning
- Provenance-aware Semantic Web applications and technologies
- Presentation techniques and tools for provenance data
- Security and privacy issues for provenance data
- Provenance integration and interoperability
- Provenance for social media
- Provenance for linked data
- Query languages and query processing techniques for provenance data
- Storage and query interfaces for workflow provenance
- Provenance analysis, mining and visualization
- Provenance systems, functionality, protocols, implementation
- Provenance, business processes and compliance
- Provenance prototypes and commercial solutions
- Provenance in scientific publications
- Provenance and its relationship to annotation and metadata
- Provenance for digital libraries

IPAW is accepting late breaking contributions to the poster and demo session. Authors are invited to submit original, unpublished work for potential presentation and publication in IPAW proceedings. We welcome three kinds late breaking of submissions:

- Poster only submission:
- Demonstration only submission:
- Demonstration AND poster submission:

Accepted submissions will be included in the online proceedings and also will be allocated up to two pages in the LCNS publication following the conference. The submission page is available at: [http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ipaw2010](http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ipaw2010).

**Submissions are due by May 24**, however we encourage early submissions, especially if the presenter needs a letter of invitation in order to apply for a visa to travel to the US.